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Handmade masks have 

become popular in Japan 

After the COVID-19 outbreak, face masks were sold out at every store throughout 

Japan. Necessity is a mother of a new business.   

Many people started making original masks at home for their family and friends, 

and it has gradually become a good business for some. which brings in extra 

household income.  It is perfect for women who stay at home.  A wide variety of 

patterned face masks are available over the internet.   

No Typhoon in July for the first time ever 

The typhoon season in Japan usually starts in July and ends in October. However, 

this year, no typhoons were formed in July.  This is the first time this has 

happened since the Meteorological Agency started keeping records in 1951. 

However, so far we've had 6 typhoons created in August and one of them passed 

through the Okinawa region (as of 27AUG).  In September and October, there are 

fewer typhoons but they are more likely to hit the Japanese mainland.  Be sure to 

get updated typhoon information if you have plans to fly around Japan in these 

months. 

 

RECOMMENDED SIGHT SEEING SPOT and ITS 



NEAREST AIRPORT 

Shirahige Jinja (白鬚神

社)  

Shirahige Jinja is a shinto shrine in Shiga Prefecture.  It is located in Lake Biwa 

which is the largest freshwater lake in Japan. 

The shrine has a "floating" torii gate, similar to  the one at the famous 

Itsukushima Shrine that is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  It takes about 

1.5hour from downtown Osaka and 1hour from downtown Kyoto by car to get 

there.  It is a popular sight seeing spot and also a Japanese "power" spot (a 

spiritual place that draws natural energy from the earth). 

Nearest Airport : RJBB (Kansai International) 

・Good access to Osaka, Kyoto, and the Kobe 

Area 

・Operational Hours: 24hrs 

・CIQ Hours: 24hrs 

・Parking Restriction: None, but aircraft may 

not be able to stay at the same spot from 

arrival through departure if it parks for a long 

period. Aircraft may be required to move to 

an overnight parking spot. Towing service is 

not available 

・Business Aviation Jet Terminal: Available 

(200,000JPY + TAX per ARR or DEP) 

Crew will be able to use this facility only if 

they clear CIQ at the same time as 

Handing Arrangement 

Procedure: 

Apply slots to JCAB  

↓ 

Get feedback from JCAB 

↓ 

Coordinate with CIQ 

↓ 

Arrange 3rd party and local 

service 

↓ 

Apply landing permit (※if 

required) 

↓ 

Handling Service Confirmed 



passengers, otherwise the crew need to clear 

CIQ at the main terminal. In the main 

terminal, a Fast Lane is available at 

immigration for ONLY ARRIVAL passengers. 

The service is not extended to customs. Also, 

Japanese passport holders cannot use this 

service.  

It takes about 2hours from RJBB to get to the 

Shirahige Jinja.  

 

MONTHLY SLOT RELEASE SCHEDULES 

Monthly Slot Release Schedule for SEP2020 （L=JST） 

  

  
RJTT / RJCC RJAA RJBB 

Applicable 

Operation Dates 
01OCT – 24OCT20 01OCT – 24OCT20 

  01OCT –

 31OCT20 

Monthly 

Application 

Deadline 

10SEP 0730Z 

(1630L) 
04SEP 0730Z 

(1630L) 
10SEP 0730Z 

(1630L) 

Daily Application 

Starts at 

23SEP 0800Z 

(1700L) 
15SEP 0800Z 

(1700L) 
20SEP 0800Z 

(1700L) 

     

*Slots for today through 30SEP2020 may be applied for on a daily basis for 

RJTT and RJCC. 

*Slots for today through 30SEP2020 may be applied for on a daily basis for 

RJAA. 

*Slots for today through 30SEP2020 may be applied for on a daily basis for 

RJBB. 

 



For any questions, please contact 

EMAIL: flightsupport@jas-fbo.co.jp   

TEL: ＋81-3-5708-0088 (24/7)  

GET JAS APP ☞   

 

 

 

It is our pleasure to serve you. 
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